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Introduction:  

This paper will address my Buddy observation from this semester. I will describe the core 

movement characteristics, using KMP and LMA language, my own experience having observed 

my buddy, and issues of diversity and multicultural awareness. In addition to KMP I will 

describe how I believe the movements fit into an object-relations, self-psychology, and 

attachment theory framework. Additionally, I will define both a challenge character and a home 

character for my buddy’s movement repertoire. With the challenge character we will explore 

movement patterns outside my buddy’s normal movement repertoire, and with the home 

character we will look to bring forward my observation of her inherent movement patterns. I will 

also look at adult patterning attachment theory and object relations. 

 

Question 1: Core Movement Characteristics  

My buddy for this project is Cinnamon Ryan. We have worked together on several 

projects in BMOA I and II. This provided me with ample time to observe her movements. From 

the KMP perspective she shows a lot of BITING. I have seen that she often chews gum, as well 

as STARTING-STOPPING, which comes with a sense of ABRUPTNESS, with relative stillness 

or NEUTRAL FLOW in between. This also demonstrates characteristics of strain release, and 

her movements are mostly in her MID-KINESPHERE along the SAGITTAL PLANE.  

While many of Cinnamon’s movements are more common along the FIGHTING 

RHYTHM category, she shows a SUCKING RHYTHM with her hand gestures and in the 

softness in her eyes.   
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Question 2: Observation Process  

The buddy observation project was a bit awkward for me, and this has felt consistent to 

me through BMOA I & II. As the only man in the cohort I’m very aware of where I do and do 

not place my attention, especially when it comes to the other members of my cohort. I have a 

particularly intense gaze and I am cautious about where that gets focused. Cinnamon and I have 

a good friendship, and I’m comfortable working with and observing her in class, in the hall, and 

in reviewing her practice therapy session for CR2. Her lower body tends to be very still, and 

loosely BOUND when she’s relaxed in class or in less formal settings. In reviewing her Practice 

Client Video for CR2, I’ve observed that her lower body is more tightly bound, left leg over right 

in UNI-POLAR MEDIAL SHORTENING at the hip. She is left-handed and tends to move her 

right hand in ARCH-LIKE and SPOKE-LIKE movements, in DIRECT and occasionally 

INDIRECT gestures. When she isn’t writing (as in her session) or in the café, her left hand 

becomes more animated than her right, again with ARCH-LIKE and SPOKE-LIKE movements; 

both hands can perform a SUCKING RHYTHM with her fingers, and a TWISTING RHYTHM 

with her wrists. She most often moves in the MID-KINESPHERE, and only rarely have I seen 

her move in her NEAR KINESPHERE  

Through the lens of diversity and multicultural awareness, the most salient aspect is 

certainly gender. Cinnamon and I are almost exactly the same age, we both have children, have 

been through a divorce, and her Irish background is in many ways similar to my Italian/Jewish 

heritage. Speaking in generalizations, in regards to the differences, the Irish tend to be more 

emotionally reserved, tend to prefer a bit more space between people in conversations, and more 

reserved non-verbal communication patterns than either my Italian or Jewish family. As the man 
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in my cohort I have a heightened awareness around interactions and eye contact with members of 

my cohort. This includes both noticing who does and does not seem comfortable engaging me in 

classroom exercises, polite conversation, making eye contact, or activities outside Naropa. 

Though I have worked with women extensively in my past career, grew up in a house with my 

mother, my sister, and am comfortable interacting with women in most settings, the asymmetry 

of the cohort demographic remains an intense dynamic to navigate from both Privileged and 

Marginalized Locations. Even if most of the women are explicitly friendly, I’m quite aware of 

how many study groups, nights out, etc., in which I’m not included. Due to the movement nature 

of in BMOA I & II this dynamic has been particularly alive for me. To start tying this back to 

this project, I’ve been very intentional from the beginning to not entertain having romantic 

relations with women in the cohort, and to push any such feelings that might emerge way down, 

minimized and tucked away. This is partly having a professional approach to my education, part 

respect for the women in my cohort, and part keeping life simple.  

Regarding Cinnamon, I wanted to be proactive in observation while being respectful in 

how and where I placed my attention so observation of her movements created and supported 

“an environment [is] securely founded when there is a mutual understanding on a kinesthetic 

level” (Loman, 1998).”  From a self-psychology perspective I see Cinnamon’s movement 

patterns to be consistent with her personality and developed sense of self-reliance, self-

resourcing, and being goal directed.  

 

Question 3: Data Synthesis 

I logged my observations in class, in the hall, the café, and in Cinnamon’s practice 

therapy session. I kept a log in a journal and some loose notes in my notebook for classes. I was 
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looking for emerging patterns, as well as outliers or less common movements and gestures. I 

catalogued my observations after we had been in contact, so I didn’t make her self conscious or 

blatantly aware that I was observing her for this project. Expressing myself in this language still 

feels clumsy and inaccurate for me. I often noted the movements I saw in more standard 

kinesiology language, and I had to convert much of this for the purpose of this paper and our 

movement pieces.  

I found myself drawn to her hands/arm/and shoulder movements, as well as her posture 

and shoulder AC/SC joint movements. I hadn’t even realized how little attention I’d paid to her 

lower body until I watched her Practice Therapy Session and saw how BOUND her lower body 

was with UNI-POLAR MEDIAL NARROWING, and the UNI-POLAR LENGTHENING in her 

spine.  

Her affinity to move the MID-KINESPHERE and in crisp movements seems to speak to 

her childhood growing up in a military family, both in the ABRUPTNESS and clean lines 

(BOUND FLOW) of movement, as well as developmentally growing up in an environment, 

family, and cultural world that did not promote making space for nurturing or INDULGENT 

RHYTHMS, or moving in a FREEFLOW way in her LARGE-KINOSPHERE.  

“Learning how to decipher ‘nonverbal’ cues requires the therapist[me] to stay sensitively 

aware” (Tortora, 2010). When I look at this to inform adult patterning and attachment theory, 

I’m curious as to what messages Cinnamon received in her youth about being strong, self 

sufficient, and not expressing needs for lots of comforting. This COULD support having an 

“organized” (Teyber & Holmes McClure, 2011) and ambivalent attachment pattern. I’m curious 

about what growing up in a military family, and being a female in that system, may have 

promoted a tendency to not commit to expressing herself in her LARGE-KINESPHERE. 
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From an Object Relations perspective, my attention is drawn to her BITING RHYTHM, 

and how that might “serve” developmental functions of separation and boundary formation” 

(Loman, 1998).  This also leads me to think that she may have received messages about having 

to be able to contain her emotions, care for herself, be goal directed, and not get too big or out on 

the edges of her KINESPHERE; and how developing a movement repertoire that privileged her 

MID-KINESPHERE might be the result of needs adult movement patterns could be indicative of 

early developmental needs being met or unmet. But I tread lightly about making meaning from 

my observations so early in my development as a BP/SC. “To end our compartmentalization we 

do not need to gain some special knowledge. We need less ‘knowing’ about how life should be 

and more openness to its mystery” (Kornfield, 2000), and while pushing on the leading edge I’m 

hesitant as yet to believe there is surety in making meaning out of such things. 

 

Question 4: Challenge Character (includes presentation)  

For Cinnamon’s Challenge Character, I selected Peter Pan, a character who lives in a 

fantasy world and moves through it with LIGHT WEIGHT, QUICK TIME, FREE and 

ANIMATED FLOW, and moves in both the NEAR and LARGE KINESPHERE. Peter’s 

movements are very ABRUPT, and he often expresses HIGH ENERGY in his LARGE 

KINESPHERE or BOUND FLOW WITH CROSSED ARMS in his NEAR KINESPHERE. 

Peter’s movements in both his arm and legs are often BI-POLAR, WIDENING OR 

LENGTHENING.  

My rationale for picking this character was simple: it is outside the movement repertoire 

I’ve seen my buddy use, and comes with a light and playful tone, particularly in regard to the 

TENSION FLOW ADJUSTMENTS. “TENSION FLOW ADJUSTMENT has an indulging 
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quality. It promotes adaptability and playful and coy behaviors” (Amighi, Loman, Lewis, & 

Sossin, 1999). This was the main theme that drew me to choosing Peter Pan. I wanted my 

buddy’s Challenge Character to be a challenge, but fun and something she could learn from and 

find humor in.  

 

Question 5: Home Based Character (includes presentation) 

For my buddy’s Home Based Character I chose an Air Deck Operator, the person we’ve 

all seen who carries batons and guides planes and other machinery around the tarmac at airports. 

Many people’s safety is riding on these operators doing their jobs with precision, and properly 

using their visual language to direct traffic (Side note: I worked as a Commercial Freight Loader 

in college).  

Their motions are often in BOUND FLOW, and include ARCH-LIKE motions in the 

SAGITTAL PLANE, and DIRECT and SPOKE-LIKE MOVEMENTS in the LATERAL 

PLANE. Their movements can either be UNI-POLAR LENGTHENING AND SHORTENING 

WITH ONE ARM IN THE SAGITTAL PLANE, and/or BI-POLAR LENGTHENING AND 

SHORTENING IN THE SAGITTAL PLANE depending on what they are trying to 

communicate to the pilot. Their legs often are static or completely BOUND, or moving backward 

in the SAGITTAL PLANE with EVEN/SUSTAINED TIME and NEUTRAL FLOW. If there is 

any cause for alarm or they are otherwise instructing the pilot to stop, they will use BI-POLAR 

MEDIAL SHORTENING of the hand, from the shoulders, to form an “X” in the MID-

KINESPHERE.  

My rationale for picking this character for Cinnamon was that it would support her in 

exploring a movement repertoire that exaggerates many of the movement patterns I’ve observed 
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her using, without a lot of room for breaking out of the BOUND and structured language of this 

role/character.  

 

Conclusions: Summary and Final Reflections 

In conclusion, this project and this material is starting to feel a bit more intuitive to me, 

which is a significant step. I’m aware of my process of observing a member of my cohort closely 

while playing with the toggles of my attention to not make my observation clumsy or obvious. 

As well, I find that my knowledge and skills in translating kinesiology movement language into 

KMP is progressing, though fluency still feels a ways off. Because I don’t come from a 

performing-arts background, this project and course feels like a new map and schema for terrain 

I’ve spent a lot of time with; though it will be interesting to see how I might amend my 

conclusion after the performance pieces have been completed. I’m increasingly feeling like 

connecting the dots isn’t as foreign a process as I had assumed, and that feels like a big step 

forward.  
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